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"Griffin" Project - Final Report
ically induced?) Cutler was a strong proponant of Gothic
architecture and wierd creatures are no strangers to the
genre. So strong was his affection for the style that when
his estate was disclosed, monies were left to build Cutler
Union on the old U of R campus provided it be Gothic.
It is.On Monday morning October 29, the Corn Hill neighbors

formally presented the Sesqui monument to the City of
Rochester. The weather could not have been better for this
auspicious occasion. Unseasonably warm they call it, but
it certainly reflected the pride of the neighborhood in being
able to bring about such a project. Russ Klabouch opened
the ceremony with a few remarks on the history of Corn
Hill. Kay Hood mentioned a number of people who were
helpful in the many processes leading to final approval.
I then thanked the various trades who contributed to the
construction and handed a framed document to Mayor
Ryan symbolizing the presentation. Mr. Ryan expressed the
appreciation of the City to the Corn Hill Neighbors for the
gift and then the gathered crowd adjourned to the tent
where a delightful spread of wine-A-goodies, organized by
Lynn Baldwin and company, awaited.

The Elwood building was put up in 1879 by Frank El-
wood in memory of his father Issac R. Elwood. To serve it's
seven stories, Cutler designed a chute which collected mail
on the ground floor and was so successful that he acquired
a patent, plus a fortune selling it. The Elwood Building was
demolished in 1966 and replaced by the Crossroads
Building.

Our little project put the "Elwood Cats" back to work
after an 18 year vacation up in Charlotte. They had been
up on the 6th floor overlooking Main & State Streets, but
now they direct their stony glare over Corn Hill from Ex-
change Boulevard.
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In remarks before presenting the monument, I attempted
attempted to dispel the confusion surrounding the name
for the carved beasts which form the focal point of the piece.
They are not griffins. Griffins are mythical beasts with
eagle's heads and lion's body and guarded the treasury of
the gods back when those guys were still in business. Our
beasts have lion's heads and feathered bodies but also
dragon like wings and a rather satanic tail curling up the
back. These fellows guarded the Elwood Building back
when it was still standing at the N.E. corner of Main and
State. Their appearance is probably the product of the
fertile and bizarre imagination of 1.G. Cutler, architect
of the Elwood Building or one of his staff; (perhaps chern-

The design ~f the piece is classical; stacking one carefully
proportioned piece upon another until a unified whole is
achieved. Its basic form, a vertical shaft with a beast on
each end, was dictated by the existing sculptures and never
varied much over the dozen or so preliminary sketches. All
the new limestone had to be-laid out to fit around the antique
sandstone and with the help,~J Alden C. McGuire this was
carried out and the block,s"ordered. For the tasks .of setting
-the stone John. C. Pilat'o'Jf"a~d his crew at the "Village
Builders" were chosen a'i1d they acquitted themselves
admirably. A four foot deep excavation was filled with
concrete to form the foundation and for two weeks there-
after stone was laid upon stone each pinned to the other
with stainless steel pins. A concrete block core formed a
stable mount for the sculptures and their retaining bars and
with the help of a 20 ton crane. the last blocks were put in
place in mid October. Final grouting of the joints was done
as the master craftsman from Trott Monuments cut the
inscription. A duplicate inscription will be cut on the east
face as soon as weather and schedule permit, perhaps next
spring. As a final garnish, the Beautification Committee
provide plantings in time for the dedications,

I would like to say for the record that it has been an honor
and a priviledge as well as a pleasure to be associated with
this project. People all over the City and suburbs now have
a new appreciation for Corn H ill and are not hesitant to
express it. Many neighborhood residents share my hope that
this is. not the last but merely the latest such projects to
be built by the Corn Hill Neighbors. We shall see.

Ray Nau
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CRIME PREVENTION - GENESEE SECTION

Dear Neighbors:
Many of you may wonder what happens when you call the

Police. Our Office of Emergency Communications currently
employs close to 140 civilians working around the clock
seven days a week to answer your call for help. With the
imminent arrival of 911 sometime soon, our Office of Emer-
gency Communications (OEC.) is gearing up to answer
an additional 40% more calls for service. This may not seem
too astronomical until you know that in 1983, this office
handled over 333,000 calls, an added 40% would mean close
to half a million calls for services of some type. The OEC,
as we refer to them, are those people who send you an am-
bulance, the Fire Dept., Police services and a host of other
agencies. This enormous and generally thankless operation
appeared to run itself as I took a quick tour of the office on
the fifth floor of the Public Safety Bldg., several weeks ago.
Most of the new 911 equipment is in place awaiting it's cue.
The operators, supervisors, and dispatchers are always busy
discussing a problem and its solution. In their language,
there are three basic types of calls. Priority One calls are
those where a crime is in progress. Priority One calls are
dispatched immediately with a response time within five
minutes. Priority Two calls require a Police report where the
crime or incident is not in progress. Priority Two calls are
dispatched up to five minutes after your call arrives. Priority
Three calls are minor service requests such a parking com-
plaint. Priority Three calls may be dispatched up to thirty
minutes after your call arrives.

Genesee Section has six patrol car areas within it's boun-
daries. Should the car in your paticular patrol area be busy,
the next closest available patrol car will be sent, even if it
means that car is several miles away. Usually this doesn't
happen, but sometimes it does and that might cause you to
wait a few extra minutes which may' seem much longer to
you. Car #233 which services Cornhill, has boundaries of
West Main St. from the Inner-loop west to Jefferson Ave.,
south to Bronson Ave., east to Ford St. and the bridge and
north along the west side of the river to the Inner-loop. This
area is one of the smaller car areas due to it's dense pop-
ulation. We hope you'll be patient with the people who
handle your calls, they have an enormous job to do and a
great desire to do it well. Remember our number is 428-6666
for any Police service and keep watching for the arrival of
the new 911 system.

Officer Pete Snyder
Genesee Section - Crime Prevention

If anyone is interested in joining Pactac the next training
meeting will be on Thursday, November 15, at 6:00 -10:00 pm
at the Genesee Section Office. Contact AI Rayburn - 325-
3770 or Pete Snyder - 428-7234.

We are looking for volunteers to work as Crossing Guards
in the Corn Hill area. In interested please call Pete Snyder
at 428-7234, for further information.






































